Chicago Club Dance to Be Given Apr. 22

The Chicago Club will give its annual dance at the University Gymnasium evening, April 22, in the Crystal room, under the sponsorship of the University. The music will be furnished by Jimmy Vanderbeek’s orchestra, with the clarinet being played by Piero Lorenzo. Owing to the great number of students who will attend, there will be a limited number of tickets available. Those wishing tickets from Gibbons and Bill Birney of Chicago Club can make sure of getting tickets by buying them from Ray and Joe O’Donnell from Freshman, Ed Harby and Bob Care of Sophomore, Dick Griggs, Day, and Dave Pietri-

K. OF C. READY TO ENTERTAIN NOTED SPEAKERS

MENTIONS PENDING APPOINTMENT OF TALKING DELEGATION

Everything is in readiness for the big Knights of Columbus rally to be held in the Assembly hall under the auspices of the Knights of Columbus national convention. The Knights of Columbus, and the Knights of Pythias, and all of the related groups will be present. The convention will be presided over by Mr. Murphy, deputi deputy supreme Knight. It is expected that the convention will be introduced as the principal attraction of the rally. Delegation from the Knights of Columbus national association.

INTERESTING SPEAKER

Brother Barnabas will talk upon the life of Jesus Christ for one year’s experience as a leader in the field of the Knights of Columbus and an interesting speaker. Mr. Murphy will speak upon the history of the Knights of Columbus and his work in the Knights of Pythias.

Held in Walsh Hall

Tickets for the two big attractions, the groups will be held exclusively on the bill of eight cents, will be on sale at the union. The tickets will be available for sale at the union. The tickets will be available for sale at the union.

April 30, 1924

FRANK WALSH

Frank Walsh, a Brown University senior, a student in the College of Commerce, died Tuesday night at 10:35 o'clock, after a valiant fight with a long illness. He died quietly and peacefully, after having received the sacraments of the church.

He was born in Galway, Ireland, on November 18, 1903. His father was a man of the people, and he was always a good worker.

MAURICE SMITH, Jr., Tufts University, who decreed dance “first prize”

The Original Glee Club quartet, which has appeared several times in the South Bend area, will open the bill with a new program of popular songs. The group will be composed of Richard, first tenor; Arthur Haskins, second tenor; Tommy McGinty, bass, and Robert, Walsh, second tenor.

Tickets to the above-mentioned functions will be sold at the ticket office.

The Daily Newspaper

Frank Walsh was a daily constituent, and a fast flyer—his per- situation was especially pleasing to those who knew him. Two years ago, he answered the call for spring football, and was trying for the quarterback back. He was happy, interesting and jovial. The school mourns his death.

CHEMISTS TO MEET AT Y.M.C.A. WEDNESDAY

Dr. Shupf was employed for sever- al years as a research assistant in the search department of the E. P. De- pont company, the later spent some time with the Miles Laboratory of Industrial Res- earc of the Ford Motor Company. He received his Ph. D. from the University of Michigan, and during his last two years there, he was director of the research de- partment of the Research Institute of the National association.

Because of his wide experience, Dr. Shupf is well qualified to discuss phases of the laboratory system, and has a wealth of experience in the chemist and engineer who is in- terested in the methods of research and development.

Rehearsals Held for Day Show Dinner

The first dress rehearsals of the Day Show, which is to be presented on this Friday evening, and Friday evenings of this week, were held in the assembly hall Wednesday afternoon.

"Dundy’s Orchestra — Featured

Harry Denny and his Orchestra have now returned from Europe and are to be heard here on Friday night.

Varieties of Act

The act will be featured by William Maloney, as the mind boggler; Harry Radaker and Harold Knox, as the "World’s Greatest Mind Reading Act," with a selection unnumbered; the Metropolitan Quartet, the Blue Circle, with Spedlock and Morgan, with a one-act play; Hardie and Moss, with a play, as "The Best of the Best;" and the A C. C. Carnival Club in a cider with "They’re That Kind of Folks;" and the Law Club will have the "Colored Variety Act;"

Easter Vacation Dates Announced

The Easter vacation will begin at noon Tuesday, April 14, according to the director of studies, Issel. The period of the vacation will end at 4 p.m. on Friday, April 24. It has been announced that there will be no examinations scheduled during the dates of the students wishing to leave before the specified period.
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For some reason the college has become a favorite subject for anately. He is being carefully exempted, railed, stuck by needles, and pinched by touches (sometimes painfully) and then the iridescent quadrangle is going up. Glass cases built by novelists. For most part, this exhibited mum- my is no more than a mummy—it is not real.

We have looked at the amusing glasses, built by hereditarily Fitzgerald and others. Among many was that of a man whose name is, "The Blinding of Wisdom," one of the most of the pictures, prettily polite, but without its riveting parts. None of them seemed as convincing and worthless as "The Man of Conqueror Mon- tante," or to go back many years, the "Penitentiary," an artist's picture, and therefore a true picture for any age.

Now we have Mr. Haddock's ex- hibition. The college incidents in "Norwey: A Life in the World" are only a part of this story, which is primarily a part of the story which philosophy is made of man with European ideas. American materialism, it must be stated, is not realized, but it had an interesting application of his theories for educational pur- poses. It learns to compromise with the American spirit, an activity for the perpetuation of huge establishments and the granting for waste. At another viewpoint on American college life, it is worthwhile, and unqualifiedly more moral than the past. It is not a 'rare subject'—the books that one has heard of, garbage piles, and a 'dry-muck,' and are so fascinated that one can look up but occasionally.

But for all that, the book, though perhaps one of the half dozen books that one can enjoy (one can resent the professorial minuteness with which the Missouri pedagogue weighed his every detail) lacks the spirit that gives it power, and makes it art. It is not as fresh as the other book, "Abe Lincoln," but it is a good book.

Bengalese Easter cards will be placed in all the halls. Help the missions.

Patronize the DAILY advertisers.

Knights of Columbus Meeting
TODAY AT 7:30
COUNCIL CHAMBERS

Hon. Martin H. Cardomy, Deputy Supreme Knight, and Bro. Barnabas will speak on Knights of Columbus Activities and the Boy Guidance Movement.

THE DAILY'S STAND FOR NOTRE DAME
A union building to be built as soon as possible.
A well-organized student body, residing on the campus.
True recognition of good scholarship and a better appreciation for the efforts of men in campus activities.

RABBES AND NEWS
The Notre Dame "race" is a valuable element in Notre Dame life; it helps to make Notre Dame men.

The DAILY has a staff of reporters, almost all freshmen. The DAILY and Notre Dame are dependent on these men for news of the university. They are, however, earnest, conscientious, but they are new to Notre Dame. To get news they must interview older Notre Dame men, and, oftentimes, instead of being news they are given "bump steers," and are subjected to general raizing.

Sometimes their story is published—wrong.

Sometimes it is not published—and next day irantigwan rasiers call up the DAILY to learn why it did not appear.

The reporter has been unable to get a story, and he has also se- cured the cooperation of Notre Dame life—because of ill-directed raizing. It will be better for all if the practice is discontinued.

KEEP OFF THE GRASS
The Notre Dame man is on his honor not to use the beauty of the campus by cutting corners and leaving his footprints on the lawn of the quadrangle between the cinder paths that are laid out for his good and benefit.

"The Please" signs have been placed at points about the campus for the purpose of saving the grass from being trampled by the average student paying no attention to them. In fact, some men seemed to take them as a sort of dare, which they could not afford to be accused of. The more of the student-inclined among us discovered that the signs made admirable hurdles and acted ac- cordingly.

Our campus is beautiful when it is in good condition. The university authorities try to keep it looking nice, and the least student can do is to respect and appreciate the efforts involved in restoring the lawn.

AN UNWARRANTED ATTACK
A lamentable thing connected with the bazaar at Washington is its immediate recall of the sordidness of some of the absent financiers that ever graced the office since the days of the interior auditorium.

His acceptance of the office was one of the finest achievements of the Harding administration. It showed beyond question that capable men of large affairs could be accepted by the highest public trust and protect a great nation at a great crisis from the blunderings of small men.

The attack on him seems to be from partisan reasons, and, if this is so, its result may be closing the minds of the able to governmental service. It will result in harm for greater and more fundamental—than any good that can come from the attacks.

One man cutting across the lawn of the quadrangle when the ground is soft and the grass young and tender can leave in his wake ugly marks that will take weeks to efface. So keep the lawn, and keep your friends off the grass.

THE TRUTH IS NOT ALWAYS AS IT APPEARS
A legitimate thing connected with the bazaar at Washington is its immediate recall of the sordidness of some of the absent financiers that ever graced the office since the days of the interior auditorium.

His acceptance of the office was one of the finest achievements of the Harding administration. It showed beyond question that capable men of large affairs could be accepted by the highest public trust and protect a great nation at a great crisis from the blunderings of small men.

The attack on him seems to be from partisan reasons, and, if this is so, its result may be closing the minds of the able to governmental service. It will result in harm for greater and more fundamental—than any good that can come from the attacks.

Members of the Blue Circle will tonight receive others as an ap- preciation of their efforts in the interest of the university during the course of the year. The banquet will be a fitting and generally deserving of reward for their numerous activities such as staging the annual bazaar, which is expected to realize a sum of money well warranted by the modest expenses that have been involved.

Both the executive and local councils are recognized by some such distinctive mark, for then competition will be greater and the activities improved.

Dust is injurious to health, for it contains many germs. When it is unnecessarily raised during a meal in the cafeteria it is doubly objectionable, and should be stopped.

Of Interest On The BOOK SHELF

For some reason the college man has become a favorite subject for anatology. He is being carefully exempted, railed, stuck by needles, and pinched by touches (sometimes painfully) and then the iridescent quadrangle is going up. Glass cases built by novelists. For most part, this exhibited mummy is no more than a mummy—it is not real.

We have looked at the amusing glasses, built by hereditarily Fitzgerald and others. Among many was that of a man whose name is, "The Blinding of Wisdom," one of the most of the pictures, prettily polite, but without its riveting parts. None of them seemed as convincing and worthless as "The Man of Conqueror Montante," or to go back many years, the "Penitentiary," an artist's picture, and therefore a true picture for any age.

Now we have Mr. Haddock's exhibition. The college incidents in "Norway: A Life in the World" are only a part of this story, which is primarily a part of the story which philosophy is made of man with European ideas. American materialism, it must be stated, is not realized, but it had an interesting application of his theories for educational purposes. It learns to compromise with the American spirit, an activity for the perpetuation of huge establishments and the granting for waste. At another viewpoint on American college life, it is worthwhile, and unqualifiedly more moral than the past. It is not a 'rare subject'—the books that one has heard of, garbage piles, and a 'dry-muck,' and are so fascinated that one can look up but occasionally.

But for all that, the book, though perhaps one of the half dozen books that one can enjoy (one can resent the professorial minuteness with which the Missouri pedagogue weighed his every detail) lacks the spirit that gives it power, and makes it art. It is not as fresh as the other book, "Abe Lincoln," but it is a good book.

Bengalese Easter cards will be placed in all the halls. Help the missions.

Patronize the DAILY advertisers.

A combination of delicious desserts, a blend of rich butter cream, soft mints, creamy chocolate, and sweet milk chocolate.

A Fine Candy
10c Everywhere

SPECIAL OFFER
There are a limited number of copies of this special issue of the DAILY on hand in the office, Washington, D.C., and they will be sold for just 4c now on sale. If you desire a personal—be sure to complete your order for these 10c copies. (3 cents; 4 cents; 8 cents; 10 cents.)
**O'Hare Wins Half Mile at DePauw**

After winning the first track meet of the outdoor season with the DePauw Tigers in easy fashion, the Notre Dame trackmen have begun preparations for the Cleveland and Drake meets, the next two assignments sent to the Cleveland Intercollegi­ate Athletic Association for selection and also scheduled for a match race in ten. Besides the relay teams sev­eral half-mile entries will be sent to Dr. J. C. Brown, scheduled to play the Day Dodgers, an old-time squad of the off-campus men who were unable to get a team on the back to Drake for the western classic, April 25 and 26.

Running a vintage distance runner on the Blue and Gold track team raced home a winner in the half-mile run Saturday. The reports received over the wire announced the name of C. O'Hare completes his course this year and has performed with credit on Notre Dame's track and cross-country teams for three years.

When classes are over for the day and you feel the impulse to roam in your blood, get a horse from our stable and follow a country road to its very end.

**N. D. TENNIS TOURNAMENT**

Entries for the university tennis tournament will close next Thurs­day, April 16. The entries may be placed with the following hall re­presentatives:

Lott, Sorin; Centi­livre, Corby; Word; Haught­on, Sophomore; Whiskler, Fresh­man; Teets, Brownies; O'Brien, Carroll; Adrian, Baldwin.

**PRIZE SHELL WRECKED**

The University of Princeton's prize rowing shell was wrecked in a practice race on Lake Carnegie Sat­urday afternoon, when the craft struck a rock and the crew was plunged into deep water. No injuries resulted. The shell was highly prized in Tiger traditions because it had carried the Prince­town crew to victory over Yale, Har­vard and the Navy in 1921.

Buy your Easter cards at Notre Dame and help the Bangaloo mis­sion.

---

**NOTRE DAME SQUAD MAKES FAVORABLE SHOWING IN FIRST GAME**

An available of joyful predic­tions was the greeting extended to the Notre Dame trackmen by the dopest who watched the Irish team make the most of a three-hour period of practice in the early mor­ning on Friday morning.

The up-and-coming squad, after ninety minutes of practice, the de­layed role being the result of the Irish nine this season, Mague­vy and Strong, who composed the fast five for the first invitational, were supplanted by Dywer and Cur­sey. Notre Dame at First, at second, Captain Schecken in the short field, and President Leary at third made up the infield, while Dennis, Bergman, and Conger played the outfield.

Although the encounter was pri­marily one of practice, the spirit of competition was high and the quality of play against the Irish nine was again a very encouraging one for the team. The Irish nine showed themselves and if the caliber of the squad im­proves on the southern track and in the county one can anticipate that it has been the crucial work begun, Coach Soucek will be able to present as formidable a ball club this spring as was the case last fall.

Dywer, starting on the mound yesterday, showed the same effec­tive pole and slab form that characterized his work in the last year. Dywer, who followed Maguevy, gave a creditable performance and four good innings and showed qua­dility of being a hitting pitcher. President Leary, on the curl, handled himself well on the fall and his general control gave as exhibition of clean fielding. He has improved his batting form and a few trialers under fire should make him into a dependable player.

Joe Shan and Alex have been taller role for the initial and keystone sacks, and hard men are aggressive batters. Shanen, in the short field, was good to his regular form, but proved that he is still a dependable man. Dennis, in the tooth field, handled two long drives and Carroll; Adrian, Badin, Inexpensive and young, are all in most elegant fashion, which proves that

---

**INTERHAL RIVALS BEGIN TITLE WAR**

**CARROLL, FRESHMAN, WALSH AND BROWN WIN FIRST ENCOUNTERS**

Victoria by Carroll, Walsh, Freshman and Badin featured the opening of the first track meet of the season yesterday. Carroll, Walsh and Badin showed their stuff down the straightaway and the grandstand was roared into excitement. The opening game of the cam­pus season brought in the fact that the leagues will include some exceptionally fast half­ball clubs, and of the eight teams that got into action Sunday, there were several members of each team who showed more than ordinary ability. Hard hitting featured the cause, but due to the excellence of the season, much of the fielding work was slow and ragged and only occasionally did they appear a real form.

WILLIAMS CROQUET CUP

**WILLIAMS CROQUET CUP**

**This cap stays put!**

---

**WILLIAMS SHAVING CREAM**

The J. B. Williams Co.
Glastonbury, Conn.

---

**MILLER-MUeller**

Oliver Hotel Shop 103 North Main St.

Scheier tailored suits in the latest two and three button models.

$40 to $60

New snap-brim cruiser hats

$5

---

**ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY PAGEANT**

**ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY PAGEANT**

---

**HARDWARE**

115-17 W. Jefferson Blvd.

---

**SOUTH BEND'S LEADING THEATRE - THE PALACE ORPHEUM**

**NOW PLAYING**

STEVENSON BROTHERS & GOLDEN WEST GIRL'S BAND

HOMER MCGEE AND MAGGIE KERRILL

BILLY MCDERMOTT

WISMAN SISTERS

BELL & CARON -

Picture

JACK LEMMON

THE "HILL BILLY"

---

**NOW SHOWING**

Smashing Drama

**NAME THE MAN**

By Sir Hall Caine

with

MAD AMES,

CREIGHTON HALE,

HOBART BOWSWORTH,

PAUL MERRILL,

also

LODDY HAMILTON in

"LONESOME"

---

**HEADQUARTERS FOR K. OF C. EMBLEMS**

Neat Any Jewelry—Follow—Just Charge It

Expert Watch and Jewelry

---

**YELLOW CAB**

CO.
PHONE MAIN 6000
THE THINKING FELLER... A YELLOW CAB

---

**EXEYS EXAMINED**

In bad weather, a hurry call, or for social affairs; a YELLOW CAB is insur­ance for comfort, punctual­ity, and distinction.

---

**BRICK TUNNEL CRUSHERS**

$5

---

**OFFICE PHONE 888 PHONE 888 PHONE"**

Dr. EDGAR L. LUCAS DENTISTRY

Dr. ROBERT F. LUCAS

Extracting and Surgery of Teeth and Jaws

612 J. M. S. Building

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA -
HARVARD UNIVERSITY—Students of the graduate school of business administration in Harvard have figured out that their education costs them each $45.00 per classroom hour. The figure based on tuition, living expenses, and the value of a student’s time if he were in outside employment, estimated at $90.00 per week.

BOSTON COLLEGE—Plans for a sophomore field day and smoker are under way. The affair will occupy the afternoon while the evening’s dinner will be served and a smoker will follow with entertainment and speakers of distinction.

BOSTON COLLEGE—Henry J. Giffen of the Boston Post, who graduated from Boston College with the class of 1919, recently gave a lecture to the journalism students of the school. He outlined the various opportunities that a journalist of the athletic board has in his field and added that in life he is frequently called upon to make us of the studies of psychology, economics, history, and philosophy, which are dealt with in the journalism courses.

INTERHALL GAMES
(Continued from Page B.)

The Carroll squad was composed of the following men: Rhodes, Hockish, Murphy, McElroy, and Duggin.

MOUND CITY BLUE BLOWERS

Their First Brunswick Record
ARKANSAS BLUE BLUES

College men, and college women, will get a thrill from this one. It’s something new and eccentric in dance music. How such strange effects and noises are produced no one has yet discovered. Hear this record and see if you can.

The Sign of Musical Prestige

Brunswick
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

THE PLACE TO EAT
WHEN IN TOWN

COURTESY SERVICE
WHOLESALE FOOD
REASONABLE PRICES

COLFAK
Restaurant

Two Good Places to EAT
AT HOME and at the BELMONT
S. D. STUDENTS INVITED

119 NORTH MAIN

Doddridge’s 9 Chair BARBER SHOP

124 WEST WASHINGTON

New York University School of Retailing
The School of Retailing trains executives for executive positions.

MERCHANDISING
ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
SERVICE
FINANCE AND CONTROL

Newsmen are eager to work with talented men and women in these fields. Service: Full-time or Part-time. Certificate: Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science. Hours of Employment: 9:00 to 5:00, 7 days a week. For further information write to:

Office of the University of New York University School of Retailing
108 Washington Square, New York City.

Health Economy Comfort
GARDNER’S FACTORY SHOE REPAIRING

For 15 years with Flor-

We keep a pair with us

The best materials money can buy.

Comfort for Women.

Let Us Serve You
206 East Jefferson Blvd.

Herr & Herr Co.

STRAIGHT
—not baggy
LOOSE
—not sloppy
SMOOTH
—not wrinkled
EASY
—not clumsy

English styles interpreted in

Kuppenheimer
GOOD CLOTHES

It takes a master designer and a master tailor to achieve a masterly model. Look at this suit and you will agree that its tailoring is to expert as its style is original.

The Baldwin, Buckingham and Walski models are all Kuppenheimer creations. They feature the smart, loose coat, long, sweeping lapels; smooth, versatile back; wide, straight trousers, and straight button vest. They’re the most exemplary type of English suit in this country.

OTHER GOOD CLOTHES $25 to $40

Livingstones

117 SOUTH MICHIGAN STREET

Copyright from "The Sports Illustrated"